iKeys Pro

iKeys Pro Subscriptionorf the SPi Handset
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iKeys Pro

-

Pincode & Coded Access for the SPi Handset
Get security access for programming and adding vehicle keys
No need to obtain pincodes from the dealer
Simple guided process to retrieve codes
Works with
Ford
coded vehicles and
Can also be used when performing Ford pump matching
No 'per code' charges

Renault

12

Overview - Spec - Downloads - Related - Prices - Support - Contact Us

The iKeys Pro package works the same as the standard Keys package but also lets you
program and add keys, without needing a pincode. The pincode process currently works with
Ford and Renault vehicles but more manufacturers are being added soon.
All you need is a valid subscription to iKeys Pro, SPi handset and an Internet connection.
The process is simple:
- Plug the handset into the car
- When you need security access, follow the on-screen instructions, then disconnect the
handset
- Connect the handset up to your PC and SPi Suite, select pincode access from the suite
- Follow the instructions and then return to the vehicle, you can now program keys *
* Vehicle details are monitored & logged in order to prevent & detect crime, system access is
prohibited during certain hours.
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Ford Coded:
-

All Ford coded vehicles up to 2010
Program & add keys
Diesel pump matching

Renault 12 digit PIN:
-

Clio II Ph2, Espace, Kangoo II, Laguna II, Master II, Trafic II
Program & add keys

Applications:
-

See the

downloads section below

Works with:
-

SPi Handset

Requires:
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-

SPi Handset
Internet connection

Application List - Visit the SPSupport site to download the latest iKeys application list. iKeys
Vehicle List

SPi Handset - The automotive service and diagnostic tool

SPi Brochure
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SPD Product Code
1410-9009
iKeys Pro

Description

1410-9010
iKeys Pro + iMAP
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